
Radix Tree Problem Presentation: 
 Radix tree (also radix trie or compact prefix tree) is a data structure that represents a space-

optimized trie in which each node that is the only child is merged with its parent. The result is 

that the number of children of every internal node is at least the radix r of the radix tree, 

where r is a positive integer and a power x of 2, having x ≥ 1. Unlike in regular tries, edges can 

be labeled with sequences of elements as well as single elements. This makes radix trees much 

more efficient for small sets (especially if the strings are long) and for sets of strings that share 

long prefixes. 

The key at each node is a chunk of bits, where the quantity of bits in that chunk at that node is 

the radix r of the radix trie. When the r is 2, the radix trie is binary. 

Applications 
Radix trees are useful for constructing associative arrays with keys that can be expressed as 

strings. They find particular application in the area of IP routing, where the ability to contain 

large ranges of values with a few exceptions is particularly suited to the hierarchical 

organization of IP addresses. They are also used for inverted indexes of text documents 

in information retrieval. 

Approach 
I implemented a basic node containing 2 pointers to “Node” instead of calling the pointers 

“left” and “right” as in a binary tree, the structure, in order to be represented with a fixed 

amount of pointers had more sense if the left pointer was “sibling”, a pointer to the next node 

in the same level (counting root level 0) and the right pointer was a pointer to the first child of 

such node. 

The pointer also contained the key (string that represents the common prefix for all child 

nodes). In the next picture the left drawing represents a usual binary tree; the right one is a 

representation of the Trie where red arrows are sibling pointers and blue arrows child 

pointers. 

 

The result looks quite similar to the usual binary tree while maintaining the capability of 

multiple children to a given node 



 

Then the tree required at least insert and find methods, which are implemented, plus a 

number of helper methods, to split prefix nodes when needed, with it comes the necessity to 

remove nodes also and finally after removing the necessity to join child nodes in a new prefix. 

The tree implementation is rather basic; it simply returns the common prefix for the input 

string. 

As an example if your dictionary is: 

 

You could look for t which would return “t”; To/toa/toast would return “oast”; 

toasti/toastin/toasting would return “ing”; which are the common prefixes for the searches. 

This is done in O(log(m)) time in the worst case where m is the size of your string, assuming 

each character is in a child node of the previous one until we form the string introduced. This 

would be the case for huge dictionaries for example. 

The only space required for the tree is the Key storage, which is O(n*m) being m the characters 

of the longest string and n the number of nodes, in the worst case all the prefix strings are 

equally long. 

From Wikipedia: (which I don´t know exactly how to prove) 

In a trie, all comparisons require constant time, but it takes m comparisons to look up a string 

of length m. Radix trees can perform these operations with fewer comparisons, and require 

many fewer nodes. 



The submitted code has a little overhead as I tried to generate an interface that given a prefix, 

returns all the words in the tree with such prefix.  

What I used is an inorder traversal of the tree, from which, for each node I have: 

The cumulative string generated by the input (+ any chars until the end of the common prefix if any) 

This is for the picture above inserting “to”, assumes your search is “Toast” at it is the closest common 

prefix for “to”. For extensive dictionaries your input is more likely to match exactly with an exact 

prefix. 

Then I forward this string to the sibling nodes. 

Finally a temporary copy of itself, plus the prefix in the current node is forwarded to the child node. 

I had to work around with strings and casting them to char * for some operations, the result is not 

perfect (some characters go missing) but the idea is visible. 

Application Info and Usage: 
The code is done in notepad and compiled with Cygwin, I provide a makefile with the .c and .h 

files. 

Compilation command: make &&  ./trie-test 

Once running the program you are queried for an input, which determines which test to run 

1- Small dictionary test 

2- Huge dictionary test 

 

Then you are queried again for a prefix, the program will output all words with such prefix in 

the dictionary. 

Ctrl +C or Ctrl + D are valid inputs to exit the loop and the program. 

 

Source: 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Radix_tree 

https://habrahabr.ru/post/151421/ 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Radix_tree

